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Teklynx International Announces Recognition of Industrial Labeling Systems
as a Teklynx Certified Integrator Partner

MILWAUKEE (July 25, 2000) -- Teklynx International, the world’s leading developer of software

products for the AIDC marketplace, announced today that Industrial Labeling Systems Corp., a bar code labeling

and data collection hardware and software solutions integrator located in Chelmsford, MA, has successfully

completed the Teklynx Certified Integrator program. The program is designed to benefit specialized integration

providers. To qualify as a Teklynx Certified Integrator Partner, an integrator must demonstrate proficiency in

developing and/or integrating AIDC and output management software solutions and/or demonstrate expertise in

specific niche specialties. Additionally, successful completion of a rigorous system engineer certification training

program, including successful testing of new skill sets is also required.

As a Teklynx Certified Integrator Partner, ILS will now benefit from Teklynx’s years of experience in

developing the world’s best-selling label design software packages - CODESOFT™ and LABELVIEW™; the

world’s most complete family of host distributive solutions - SENTINEL™; and the industry’s most flexible data

collection software offerings - EZTRAK™ and GENSCAN™.

The certification of ILS provides Teklynx with a team of experts who cost-effectively deliver the

technology, integration, and support to a wide array of industries. “Industrial Labeling Systems is very happy to

take another step in solidifying its alliance with Teklynx International. ILS’ certification with Teklynx, coupled

with our many years of solutions expertise, allow us to provide a more complete software based solution to end

users for their bar code labeling, printing, and connectivity needs,” added Serhat Kotak, Vice President of Sales,

Marketing and Technical Services for ILS, Corp.
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"The Teklynx product suite is the perfect complement to ILS' expertise

in systems integration and data solutions," said Kurt Simons Director of Sales at

Teklynx International. "With their certification, ILS can now offer their customers easy-to-use and cost effective

software solutions for printing bar codes from any ERP or WMS system."

Industrial Labeling Systems, Corp., based in Chelmsford, MA, is a leading software developer and a

solution provider to labeling and bar coding applications. The company is a total solution provider, supplying

labels and ribbons along with bar code printing systems, customized data collection systems, print-apply systems

as well as custom software to match the customers needs. In addition, they are a systems integrator of labeling and

bar coding hardware and software, and also have custom label manufacturing capabilities.

Teklynx International is the leading software developer of automatic identification and data collection

(AIDC) products including software for label design, host connectivity, and information and data management.

Over 200,000 companies in 120 countries rely on our integrated software products for such applications as

receiving, inventory management, product identification, product control and shipping. The company is

headquartered in Milwaukee with operations in the United States, Europe, Asia/Pacific, and Canada. More

information on Teklynx International is available at www.teklynx.com.
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